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A Happy New Year 2014!
The  Officers of MVUS 

 
Pres. Tom Holmes, N8ZM 
Vice Pres. Bob Mathews, K8TKQ 
Secretary, Steve Coy, K8UD 
Treasurer, Gerd Schrick, WB8IFM !!!
The Midwest VHF/UHF Society has noise sources available in two frequency 
ranges: 50 MHz to 3 GHz, and 3 GHz to 11 GHz. Both versions are fully assembled and tested with ENR 
data provided. The lower frequency version is currently in stock at $50 including shipping in the USA. The 
11 GHz version is $95, but delivery is about 8 weeks ARO. Contact N8ZM at n8zm@mvus.org for more 
details. 



DE N8ZM 

Good Grief, Charlie Brown, it’s the middle of January already! So here’s wishing all of you a happy, prosperous, 
and fun 2014. The year has gotten off to a busy start and when combined with the snow and cold temperatures, 
there are challenges. The good news is that Spring is only a couple of months away. And with that new season 
comes the opportunity to get outside and work on antennas. In my case it means finishing up the project started 
in December (you started it when?) to raise my tower 10 feet to get above the trees again. I don’t know what 
happened as it cleared them 20 years ago when I first put it up! 

Anyway, in early December several of my friends came over to help take the antennas down and install the new 
tower section. That all went quite well thanks to having a lot of muscle and brain power available. We did get the 
section in place, but it was a bit cold and windy and the crew was tired so we stopped for the day. Haven’t had a 
decent climbing day since! So the antennas are on the ground for now awaiting a warmer, less breezy weather 
and a free day for the tower crew. Free as in available, not as in works cheap, although it’s nice that they do. 

I have some good news regarding the VHF/Microwave forum at this year’s Hamvention. We are back up to an 
hour and 45 minutes this year, on Saturday afternoon, after we only had 1:15 last year. The new Forums chair 
took pity on us I guess. That along with him seeing the connection between what we do and the shows Maker 
theme for 2014. So the talks this year will, I hope, be focused on homebrew projects. The forum is schedule to 
start at 3:15 on Saturday, and run until 5:00 PM. 

If you were at the last meeting, you saw the beautiful solid state KW amp that Randy, WB8ART, is building. Isn’t 
it amazing how far things have come in VHF hamming in just a few short years? Thank the cell phone industry 
for being the driving force behind the development of single package devices in that power range. Multiple 
channels of digital signals can have a quite high instantaneous power demand that has to have minimal 
distortion to get the bits out right. 

Hopefully these bits will get out right too and I’ll see you at the MCL on the 24th! 

de Tom, N8ZM. 

 

 

Good News from Lloyd, NE8i    1-1-2014 

Current update. A Miracle  

I must thank all those who took the time to pray for me. It worked! 

I had diabetis and diaslysis. It stopped, and I was cured... a miracle! 

Many other things are getting better also.  Not walking yet, however. 

I use a wheelchair and a walker. But I can still drive. 

So, hello Rover! Don't know if I will be able to get it set up and running, 

but I give it a try. 

    73, Lloyd  NE8I 

PS. Internet, still hit and miss!    

 
 
That's the spirit! We will continue to pray for you, Lloyd! And, keep in touch! (ED) 



This and That 1-14 

Game Day. On game day, Cowboys Stadium consumes more electricity with its air conditioning, massive scoreboard, and other 
power-sucking amenities than Liberia, a nation of 3.7 million people.       
                      [The Wall Street Journal] 
 
Judgment. “Good judgment comes from experience, and experience comes from bad judgment."     
                          [ Barry LePatner] 
 
Astronomer's Dream. Exploring the US for dark skies he found Death Valley: ”There is nothing between us and that 
mountain, and then there is nothing for another 100 miles! You wait 10 minutes and the sight is amazing, but nothing compared 
to another 45 minutes. But after 2 hours your sight really shifts into focus. You see the Orion nebula,  or the Pleiades, super 
bright shooting stars like green and yellow flares, the Andromeda nebula, 2 million light years away ... you never saw Jupiter 
and its moons so bright and on and on ...”        [Paul Bogard in his book: The End of Night”] 

And in 2025. Present NASA photos show and with projections for the future, the entire country east of the Mississippi as a 
great rash of yellows and reds with the most intense populated areas blisters of white. Even west of the river, only scraps of 
black remain, each surrounded by a civilization gnawing at its ragged edges.                                                                                          
    [same] 

Fish story. Give a man a fish and he will eat for a day. Teach a man how to fish, and he will sit in a boat and drink beer all day. 
      [Reader's Digest, Aug 2013] 

What Unites the US? That question is often asked, so the author traveled the US from south to north and east to west. The 
result, his book “The longest Road” and the answer: “Hope”.              
         [Philip Caputo] 
 
Engineers ... are not mere technicians and should not approve or lend their name to any project that does not promise to be 
beneficent to man and the advancement of civilization.     [John Fowler] 

Roads to Ruin. There are three possible roads to ruin - women, gambling and technology. The most pleasant is with women, 
the quickest is with gambling, but the surest is with technology.         
  [Georges Pompidou, Sunday Telegraph 1968] 
 
Sugar and Honey. There is no mention of sugar in the bible, only honey is referred to in Prov. 25:27. There you find: “It is not 
good to eat much honey.”        [William P. Allman, Columbus,OH] 

Rare Christmastree. Starting with 1,500-2,000 tumbleweeds collected from around the City,  
members of the City's Park Operations Division decorate a 35-foot tall wire framed Christmas tree. Once attached to the frame, 
the tumbleweeds are sprayed with 25 gallons of white paint, 20 gallons of flame retardant and dusted with 65 pounds of glitter.   
   [Chandler AZ, Website] 

“Let it Snow” A man threw down $ 1,000 in cash from the upper floor of a mall in Minnesota as a choir sang: ”Let it snow”; he 
was cited by police for disorderly conduct.       [Time, Dec.16, 2013] 

Moon Garden. 100 cress seeds will be sent to the moon by NASA in an attempt to grow plants on the lunar surface; basil and 
turnip seeds will also be going.                 [Time, Dec. 16, 2013] 
 
About Radio Shack. ...But at some point in the 1990s that all changed. The component section got smaller and smaller until it 
virtually disappeared. The emergence of consumer electronics began to dominate and squeeze out the folks who thought a 
screwdriver in their shirt pocket was a fashion statement.         
 [Greg Harris, Jameco] 
 
Airtravel 2013.... We're all packed in this tiny alumninum tube being shot through the air at inhuman speeds.   
      [Traveller's comment] 



      Atomic Clocks 
 
They are radio control led clocks that tune in a ( low frequency) radio signal emitted 

by the U.S. atomic clock facility located in Boulder, Colorado. This is 
considered the official US time).  
 
The clocks reset themselves multiple times every day to the exact hour, minute, second 
and date and automatically change themselves for Daylight Savings Time and back to 
Standard Time They are always accurate to the second  and are very easy to use.  
 
Simply put in the batteries, set your local time zone and let the clock do the rest. Your 
atomic clock or watch will automatically set its time and date for you, so there is no need 
to ever manually set a clock again. 

There are two more ways to keep time, which I also recommend as back-up. A clock 
that uses the 60 cycles of the power grid, which is very accurate and a regular “Quartz 
clock” , where the accuracy is determined by a Quartz X-tal like in your Radio. Here the 
accuracy depends on the x-tal and a more expensive clock or watch is usually more 
accurate. But even a cheaper watch may be accurate to less than a minute  per month. 
[ED] 

 New book: Northern Lights - A Guide     Nov 20-2013 Spacenews 
 
By Pal Brekke a. Fredrik Broms   35 pounds in UK = $56 US

What is more beautiful on a cold winter’s night than catching a glimpse of the northern lights or “aurora borealis” 
dancing across the sky?

Comments: 
For thousands of years people in the northern part of the world have marveled at the spectacular displays that occasionally light up the 
night sky. This stunning phenomenon is deeply embedded in the mythology of many cultures, and in the past, the causes of northern 
lights were ascribed to everything from dancing spirits to God’s anger. But no one suspected a connection with the Sun until a little 
more than a hundred years ago, when an eccentric Norwegian scientist, Kristian Birkeland, realized that the Sun bombards the Earth 
with particles. 
 
After decades of research, we now know that auroras appear when charged particles from the Sun interact with the Earth’s magnetic 
field, which directs the particles into the atmosphere where they collide with gases and emit the light that we call auroras. By monitoring 
the activity of the Sun it is therefore possible to forecast the strength and location of the aurora. 
 
When is the best time to see auroras? Where is the best place to go? How to plan a trip? What is needed to be able to observe auroras? 
How to photograph auroras with a digital camera? 
 
By answering these and many other questions, this book is the ultimate guide and an ideal companion for anyone who wishes to learn 
more about auroras, when and where strong northern lights are likely to occur and how to best observe and photograph this spectacular 
natural phenomenon with a digital camera. 

*  Just checked prices at Amazon: $117.23, sure out of reach for a casual purchase! But there 
are cheaper ones on Auroras. However, this book beats a tr ip to Alaska. 



The Gaia Satellite Telescopes [ESA] 
 

Gaia is an ambitious mission to chart a three-dimensional map of our Galaxy, the Milky Way, in the 
process revealing the composition, formation and evolution of the Galaxy. Gaia will provide 
unprecedented positional and radial velocity measurements with the accuracies needed to produce a 
stereoscopic and kinematic census of about one billion stars in our Galaxy and throughout the Local 
Group. This amounts to about 1 per cent of the Galactic stellar population.  ESA's mission to measure 
the precise positions of a billion stars reached an important milestone on 3 Sept with the delivery of its 
first primary mirror. The second primary mirror is near completion and scheduled to arrive at the 
Toulouse test and integration centre of prime contractor EADS Astrium during October.  
Gaia will carry two identical telescopes, each fitted with four mirrors (M1 to 4). A further two mirrors (M5 and 
6) will send the light from these dual instruments into the same focal plane. To date, six of the 10 rectangular 
mirrors have been delivered. They are: the M3A tertiary mirror, whose dimensions are 0.65 x 0.275 m; both of 
the M4 combiner mirrors (dimensions 0.19 x 0.07 m), and the M5 and M6 mirrors (dimensions 0.54 x 0.36 m), in 
addition to the M1A primary mirror (dimensions 1.49 x 0.54 m). 

      
One of Gaia's two primary (M1) mirrors. Image courtesy of Sagem, France 

All of the mirrors have been fabricated from blanks made of sintered silicon carbide (SiC), a relatively new 
material in mirror fabrication for space missions. The blanks were made by Boostec in France. Silicon carbide 
was selected because it allows each mirror to be extremely strong and rigid, but lightweight and with a high 
thermal conductivity - important not only for its on-orbit performance, but also for minimising deformations 
caused by Earth's gravity during ground testing. …....1 G-pixel sensor!..... 
 

 

Latest News: 
 
  Gaia enters its operational orbit 08 January 2014 ESA's billion-star surveyor 
Gaia is now in its operational orbit around a gravitationally stable virtual point 
in space called 'L2', 1.5 million km from Earth.  

 

 



! Headphone Standard Creep!
! !
You could also say there is no “Standard” any more as the impedances of 
headphones go all over the place, there is still some distinction of high or low and 
for a ham that is really all one needs to know as the one can be driven directly by 
the transistor output while the other one needs a transformer. From a whole box 
with headphones I could find none that worked with my TV directly. The following 
entry from Wikipedia should shed some light on this: 
 
Headphones Electrical characteristics  
Electrical characteristics of dynamic loudspeakers may be readily applied to headphones since 
most headphones are small dynamic loudspeakers.!

! Impedance !
Headphones are available with low or high impedance (typically measured at 1 kHz[dubious 
– discuss]). Low-impedance headphones are in the range 16 to 32 ohms and high-
impedance headphones are about 100-600 ohms.[5] As the impedance of a pair of 
headphones increases, more voltage but less current is required to drive it, and the 
loudness of the headphones for a given voltage decreases. In recent years, impedance of 
newer headphones has generally decreased to accommodate lower voltages available on 
battery powered CMOS-based portable electronics. This results in headphones that can be 
more efficiently driven by battery powered electronics. Consequently, newer amplifiers are 
based on designs with relatively low output impedance.!
The impedance of headphones is of concern because of the output limitations of 
amplifiers. A modern pair of headphones is driven by an amplifier, with lower impedance 
headphones presenting a larger load. Amplifiers are not ideal; they also have some output 
impedance that limits the amount of power they can provide. In order to ensure an even 
frequency response, adequate damping factor, and undistorted sound, an amplifier should 
have an output impedance less than 1/8 that of the headphones it is driving (and ideally as 
low as possible).[6] If output impedance is large compared to the impedance of the 
headphones, significantly higher distortion will be present.[7] Therefore, lower impedance 
headphones will tend to be louder and more efficient, but will also demand a more capable 
amplifier. Higher impedance headphones will be more tolerant of amplifier limitations, but 
will produce less volume for a given output level.!
Historically, many headphones had relatively high impedance, often over 500 ohms in 
order to operate well with high impedance tube amplifiers. In contrast, modern transistor 
amplifiers can have very low output impedance, enabling lower impedance headphones. 
Unfortunately, this means that older audio amplifiers or stereos often produce poor quality 
output on some modern, low impedance headphones. In this case, an external headphone 
amplifier may be beneficial. 
!



Clean Sweep  Nov 7-2013  ARRL 

(Internet Contesting)

On the Air: South American Ham Scores "Clean Sweep" in ARRL November 
Sweepstakes CW

Technology marches on and, any controversy aside, operating a remote station via the Internet has become more 
common in recent years. In the ARRL November Sweepstakes CW event last 
weekend, a ham who lives in Uruguay remotely operated a station in the US, 
making a clean sweep in the process. Tom Morton, K6CT/CX7TT, who lives 
near Montevideo, logged into one of the operating positions at K4VV in 
Virginia. Operating as W4YY at a distance of nearly 5200 miles, he managed a 
clean sweep.

Coldest Place on Earth

NASA Science News for Dec. 10, 2013

Earth-orbiting satellites have found the coldest place on Earth. It's a group of hollows in Antarctica 

where temperatures can dip below minus 133.6 degrees Fahrenheit (minus 92 degrees Celsius) on a 
clear winter night. 

FULL STORY: http://science.nasa.gov/science-news/science-at-
nasa/2013/09dec_coldspot/

New Car Fuel Efficiency    

Car and Driver April 2007   By Csaba Csere

...Describing these new tests is incredibly complicated, as they 
incorporate bits and pieces of the five existing tests in various proportions. 
Furthermore, the calculations are slightly different for hybrid and conventional 
vehicles. If you want to plow through the equations in gory detail, you can 
download the 412-page document at www.epa.gov/fueleconomy/fe-labeling-final-
rule.pdf  .   (And if you do, you'll be impressed by the comprehensiveness of the 
EPA's approach.)

  

 



Minotaur Rocket Lofts 29 Satellites from Virginia Spaceport
By Mike Gruss | Nov. 19, 2013 

   
WALLOPS ISLAND, Va. – The U.S Air Force successfully 
launched an experimental Defense Department satellite and 
28 secondary payloads Nov. 19 from the Mid-Atlantic 
Regional Spaceport, a state-run facility co-located with 
NASA’s Wallops Flight Facility here.

The ORS-3 mission carried the STPSat-3 satellite as its 
main payload, plus 15 additional Defense Department 
satellites, 12 payloads from universities and one from 
Thomas Jefferson High School in Northern Virginia. Credit: 
NASA photo by Allison Stancil

The US and other countries (see AP for Nov/Dec)  

are launching more and more Mini Satellites into  
near Earth Orbit, creating Lot's of “Space Junk” 

for future Generations.

(As: I would like to see a “selfdestruckt device” 

incorporated that would pulverize the Sat after a 
set period of time. Gerd) What is your Take  on 

this? We would like to hear your comments. The 
editors AP.

The Operationally Responsive Space (ORS)-3 mission 
carried the STPSat-3 satellite as its main payload, plus 15 
additional Defense Department satellites, 12 payloads from 
universities and one from Thomas Jefferson High School in 
Northern Virginia. Air Force officials said it marked the first 
time a satellite built by U.S. high school students was 
launched into space.

The satellites were launched on an Orbital Sciences Corp.-
built Minotaur 1 rocket that relied on solid-rocket motors 
from decommissioned Minuteman missiles for its initial 
boost. The mission marked the 25th launch for the Minotaur 
family of vehicles and the 11th of a Minotaur 1.

Dulles, Va.-based Orbital obtained a commercial space 
transportation license from the U.S. Federal Aviation 
Administration for the launch in an arrangement that Air 
Force officials said helped reduce costs, specifically on 
verification of the Minotaur vehicle.

The STPSat-3 satellite was built by Ball Aerospace & 
Technologies Corp. of Boulder, Colo., in 47 days and is the 
latest in a series of spacecraft developed under a Defense 

Department program to field space capabilities quickly in 
response to emerging military needs. Ball officials have said 

STPSat-3 was built at a cost of about $30 million.

The satellite made contact with ground stations about 90 
minutes after launch as expected, Air Force officials said.

The STPSat-3 spacecraft carried five experiments:

• a U.S. Air Force Academy mission designed to measure 
plasma densities and energies;

• a U.S. Naval Research Laboratory sensor designed to help 
characterize the Earth’s ionosphere and thermosphere;

• a directed energy experiment from the Air Force Research 
Laboratory;

• a NASA-National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration mission to collect precise measurements of 
total solar irradiance;

• a space phenomenology mission.

The 29 payloads were the most launched during one mission 
aboard an expendable U.S. rocket, Air Force leaders said.

Among the secondary payloads was PhoneSat 2.4, a second-
generation cubesat mission sponsored by NASA's Space 
Technology Mission Directorate. That small satellite will test 
how smartphones could be used for communications and 
imagery collection.

The launch was delayed about 45 minutes due to an issue at 
a range tracking system in Coquina, N.C., said Lou Amorosi, 
senior vice president of Orbital's small space launch vehicle 
business. That problem, due in part to high winds the day 
before the launch, were resolved relatively quickly, allowing 
the countdown to resume.



Hot keys revisited

Recently, I upgraded my computer to a Lenovo, Windows 8.  This new Microsoft 
product is much different than other Windows. The edition I am using is 64 bit.  
Windows have developed several application running in 64 bit. They have a new "start" 
menu, which all of the 64 bit programs are running under. One of the applications of the 
"start" menu is the standard Windows "Desktop".  Yes, this is the Windows we are all 
familiar with. I have reinstalled many of my applications, including Nova for Windows, 
Word Document, Thunderbird, (the new Windows 8 does not support "POP").

One sticking point about the new Windows apps is that once opened, you cannot 
easily close it. Which brings me to the "Hot Keys" .  In order to utilize Windows 8, it is 
best to revisit the hot keys that I have used throughout the Windows history. In fact, 
many of the hot keys used in Windows also work for Mac and Linux.  

Here is a list that I commonly use on every session

Alt - F4 This is used to close a window or an application
Alt - Tab This is used to switch between applications
Ctrl - Tab This is used to switch between your browser "tabs"

Here is a list that have been around since the beginning of Windows

Ctrl - P This is used to "print" your document, article, etc
Ctrl - S This is used to "save" your document, article, etc.

While editing my email, documents these keys are very easy  and speeds up your project

Ctrl - C Highlight your text with your mouse, then copy
Ctrl - V Paste your copy in the correct place
Ctrl - Z undo the last command, like oops, I pasted in the wrong place
Ctrl - B Highlight your text with your mouse, then make it "Bold"
Ctrl - X Highlight your text with your mouse, then delete it.  Yes you can also use 
the "Delete" key, which is usually used.

Ctrl - Print Screen      If you want to do a screen saver ( also called a screen dump)
This is a nice utility if you want to bring a copy of the screen into your photo editing 
program, edit out what you do not want, then save the screen to show in a power point 
presentation or word document.

There are many other combinations, but these will help your productivity. Have fun 
computing and enjoy...

73 de K8UD
Steve Coy


